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Governance and Performance

Why RTOs Appear Less Reliable and More Expensive
Than Utilities

• Displacing performance based operations
• Monday's Stage 1 Emergency
• The Elusive Goal of Transparency
• What do we now know about "Black December"?
• ERCOT's power crisis of February and March 2003
• The August 14, 2003 Eastern Blackout
• How efficient are ISO markets?
• Lessons For the Future



Replacing Performance Based
Operation With Rule Based

Operations
• FERC's initiatives to replace open markets with centralized

bureaucracies is shifting operations from performance to rules
• The lesson of the August blackout is that rules are a relatively poor

approach to resource sufficiency and reliability planning
• Nine months later, the major questions -- why the blackout was

cascaded across four RTOs even though transmission links were a
very minor part of the resource portfolio

• Rapidly changing rules, high levels of secrecy, and lack of
transparency are the major problems

• Vulnerability is provocative



Belden's Approach To ISO Rules



Tim's Later Conclusion



Central Structural Features of the
Bureaucratic Authorities Are

Protected By Layers of Obscurity
• Has anyone in this room seen the rules for the California ISO's

Ex-Post market?
• Does anyone in this room know anyone who has seen these rules?
• Does anyone in this room know how to go about finding these out?



Monday's Stage One Emergency
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Peeling the Artichoke

• 75% of the electricity in the WECC is self-generated or transacted on
a bilateral basis

• 25% of the electricity is transacted or generated subject to California
ISO rules and direction

• 3% of total electricity (estimated, of course, since this is an ISO
secret) is transacted in real time on the Ex-Post market

• To quote one trader during the March 2003 ERCOT market
manipulations, "why would I answer the phone when I can sell it to
real time?"

• Bottom line, lack of oversight and transparency make high value in
administered markets a common event.



Traditional load/resource balance

State of the WECC
Interconnected

Bulk Power System
Through 2012

Despite a dramatic decrease in proposed new
generation during the past year, generating capacity
in the region is expected to be adequate to reliably
supply the forecast firm peak demand and energy
requirements throughout the assessment period.

Transmission capacity is expected to be adequate to
supply firm customer demand and firm transmission

transactions. Plans have been announced for the
construction of 4,319 miles of 230 kV, 345 kV and
500 kV transmission during the 2003-2012 period.

 

Western Electricity Coordinating Council
10-Year Coordinated Plan Summary

December 2003
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California Reserve Margins
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So What Happened On Monday?
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WECC Daily Report



December 2003 WECC Ten Year
Report



So What Really Happened?

• The ISO did not receive sufficient bids for reserves
• ISO rules required them to "invent" an emergency to go outside of

their market
• Savvy market participants received a small windfall
• The extent of the windfall is (of course) secret



Vanishing Transparency

• On an annual basis, each of NERC's reliability councils publishes a
ten year appreciation

• Spokesmen for market manipulators often disparage these reports.
Bill Hogan, for example, simply ignores these reports in his frequent
efforts to convince policy makers that the WECC was short on
resources in 2000 and 2001

• Simultaneously, a massive lobbying effort is underway to remove
these reports from the public and restrict them to market participants
-- in ERCOT these are no longer available tot he public

• There is a certain irony in the argument that reporting on resource
adequacy is of so little importance that it should be discontinued and
so important that it should be made confidential

• The central theme is to remove critical market data from the public
view



How Do Real Time Markets Work?

• Actual mechanics are secret from non-participants
• In ERCOT, even market participants are often excluded -- no clear

rule has been offered to explain why
• And, of course, everything is secret at the California ISO



What about "price signals"?

• Ah, price signals
• Even Tim Belden described ISO market calculations as a "black box"
• This is all the more surprising since Enron received preferential ISO

briefings concerning market operations and mechanics
• The innermost heart of the onion is an enigma cloaked in secrecy
• Actual real time market mechanics are only available to politically

adept market participants as a general rule



"Black December"

• Three years ago I addressed this group with the report that we could
no longer find any correlation between actual data and California
events

• At the time we focussed on simple fundamentals
• Congested lines during an energy shortage
• Massive forced and planned outages at industry standard plants
• Incorrect ISO reports

• At the time I said, "I hope this is fraud, becuase if it is real, our entire
planning methodology is totally flawed"

• As it happens, I called this one correctly -- the facts were right and
the reports were wrong



What do we know now?

• In early December, ISO management made a secret filing with FERC
to eliminate price controls without board approval or public notice

• SImultaneously Kellan Fluckiger directly applied to Tim Belden --
Enron's West Coast trader for a job

• At the end of the month the ISO secretly congested their own lines
out of the state, effectively cancelling Pacific Northwest seasonal and
energy/capacity exchanges -- only Enron was briefed on this bizarre
undertaking

• Evidence presented during the "100 Days Proceeding" at FERC
indicates that the ISO knew about many of the Enron schemes
during the California crisis



ERCOT's 2003 Reliability Crisis

• In February and March last year, ERCOT (spelled Texas by lay folk)
experienced a shortage of real time energy

• We now know that the crisis reflected a change in the rules called
"relaxed balancing" that allowed major players in the Texas market to
manipulate ERCOT's real time market

• The rules were changed almost immediately after the price soared
from $30/MWh to $990.01/MWh during an off-peak month

• Texas rules are kinder and gentler than California's -- secrecy is less
pervasive



Average ERCOT Real Time Prices



Mr. $990.01

• In ERCOT, an RTO generally regarded as a success, real time
prices have frequently been set at $990.01/MWh.

• The identity of the market participant who sets this unusual
"signature bid" is a tightly kept secret

• While Mr. $990.01 has been active for almost two years, his actual
market presence is miniscule -- about 60 megawatts -- even though
he is one of the most influential market operators in North America

• Mr. $990.01's significance is based on his knowledge of the
computer computations under ERCOT's real time (BES) market

• ERCOT finally began to adjust their market rules in June after Mr.
$990.01 raised real time prices to $990.01/MWh on a number of
occasions -- bankrupting a number of market participants

• Use of such signature bids was one of the topics recorded in Mary
Hain's infamous notes during the meetings that led to the Yoder/Hall
"Death Star" memo



Mr. $990.01's Signature Bid



Texas Reserve Margins



TXU Traders Planning the Shortage



A Little Customer Respect



How Efficient Is The California Real
Time Market

• The Ex-Post market provides energy to the California ISO every ten
minutes

• Enron shipped thousands of megawatts from Northwest markets to
California during the California crisis using a poorly understood
scheme called "Fat Boy"

• This was the most significant of the Enron schemes since Fat Boy
energy received the Ex-Post price was not counted as a supply in the
Ex-Post market

• As far as I know, no one has ever checked to see if this market is a
good deal
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This leads to many questions

• Why were prices so high?
• Why were they high when reserve margins were good?
• What was the rate of return for assets committed to the Ex-Post

market?
• The first two questions have no answers.  The third is very simple.



How much money did a peaker make
in the California Ex-Post market in

2002?
• A peaker with a 10,000 mmbtu/kWh heat rate would have been

dispatched 2,848 hours -- approximately 35% of the time
• Capital costs for a peaker would have been $63,000/MW.  
• Profits would have been $36,574 -- a rate of return of 58%



How much money did a Frame 7 make
in the California Ex-Post market in

2002?
• A Frame 7 with a 7,000 mmbtu/kWh heat rate would have been

dispatched 4,180 hours -- approximately 65% of the time
• Capital costs for a peaker would have been $108,000/MW.  
• Profits would have been $70,905 -- a rate of return of 65%



Loads and Prices in the WECC



Loads and Prices at the ISO



August's Blackout

• On 6.30 P.M. on Thursday, August 14, cascading failures occurred
across the RTOs in the Midwest, PJM, New York, New England, and
Ontario

• The traditional system serving Quebec was not, nor were a variety of
pockets within the RTOs

• Although an august committee has studies the issue extensively,
almost no attention was directed to the role of the RTO, themselves



Reserves in New England



Interties In New England



Unasked (and unanswered) Questions

• Why was the 1994 earthquake at Sylmar resolved so easily?
• Why didn't the relatively minor interties between the RTOs fail

gracefully?
• Were reserves sufficient to sustain the system if the ties had cut?
• Were any sanctions applied and to whom?



Lessons For the Future

• Open meeting laws and public documents are not a luxury -- they are
a necessity

• Responsibility needs to be clearly identified -- when all are equally
responsible, no one is responsible

• Market surveillance should not report to the entities being "surveilled"
• Enforcement should be independent -- the police should not report to

the criminals
• Simple tests for efficiency are required
• Rules are not a suitable replacement for performance
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